Submission form
Have your say on Our 10-Year Plan | Kōrero mai mō te mahere 10-tau
All submissions must be received by midnight 15 May 2018.
This submission form takes about 10 minutes to fill in. You don’t have to give feedback on every priority area – just
choose the ones you’re interested in. You can only submit once. You can include supporting information along with
your submission.
Before you start, read about our priorities and projects in our consultation document. There are copies available at your
local library and our Service Centre at 101 Wakefield Street, or visit 10yearplan.wellington.govt.nz.
Why we’re collecting this information
Your feedback matters. This plan is about the future of Wellington, and it affects everyone who lives and works here.
That’s why we want to hear from as many people as possible. Your views will inform the next steps we take.
Privacy statement
All submissions (including names and contact details) are provided in their entirety to elected members. Submissions
(including names but not contact details) will be made available to the public at our office and on our website.
Your personal information will also be used for the administration of the consultation process, including informing you
of the outcome of the consultation.
All information collected will be held by Wellington City Council, 101 Wakefield Street, Wellington, with submitters
having the right to access and correct personal information.
Your name: (required)
Your email address/phone number: (required)
Which suburb do you live in?
You are making a submission: (please tick one)
as an individual
o
 n behalf of an organisation.
Your organisation’s name:

Which of the following age groups do you belong to? (please tick one)
18 or younger

19-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

81 or older

Please choose the ethnicity that best identifies you:
NZ European

Māori

Samoan

Cook Island Māori

Tongan

Nieuan

Chinese

Indian

Other e.g. Dutch, Japense, Tokelauan, please state:

Please choose the gender that best identifies you:
Male
Gender diverse/gender non-binary:

Female

Prefer not to say

Resilience and environment | Te manahua me te taiao
We need to prepare our city to better cope with natural events such as storms, floods and earthquakes. By investing
in our environment and strengthening our infrastructure, we can help create more resilient communities. We’re
proposing a range of initiatives that are at different stages of advancement. Let us know what you think.
For more information visit 10yearplan.wellington.govt.nz. You can answer as many questions as you wish.
Circle your preference.
Water storage and network improvement
We propose to increase our water storage capacity and strengthen the water pipe network in the central city, Upper Stebbings
and Horokiwi.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Wastewater network improvements
We propose to upgrade parts of the wastewater network to make it more resilient and able to accommodate population growth.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Tawa and Mirimar Peninsula stormwater network improvements
We propose to upgrade stormwater networks in Tawa and the Miramar Peninsula and to invest in core infrastructure in Shelly Bay, to better
cope with storms and flooding.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Built Heritage Incentive Fund
We propose to increase the amount the Council currently budgets to help owners maintain their heritage buildings.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Building accelerometers
We propose to install accelerometers in buildings across the city to help us access better information immediately after an earthquake,
which would allow us to respond more quickly.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Predator Free Wellington
We propose to gradually eradicate predators across the city and create the world’s first predator-free capital city.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Community-led trapping
We propose to fund community groups installing and managing traps in Wellington’s reserves, and to provide compost subsidies to
manage the impact of poor food waste management.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Resilience of the transport corridor
Much of Wellington’s transport network is on steep hills that require substantial retaining walls below and above the road. We propose
to strengthen a number of these in the coming years.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Security of water supply
We propose to spend more to improve the resilience of the city’s water supply network and accommodate population growth.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Waste management and minimisation
We propose to reduce the region’s waste to landfill by one third over the next 9 years, in partnership with all councils in the
Wellington region.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Storm clean-up
We propose to spend more on reducing the impact of erosion from last year’s storms, supporting storm clean-ups, and undertaking coastal
resilience work.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Addition of land to the Wellington Town Belt
In 2017, the Council acquired a vegetated gully between Aro Street and Devon Street to add to the Wellington Town Belt. The Council
requires feedback on this proposal as required under the Wellington Town Belt Act 2016.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Your comments on the resilience and environment proposal and projects.

Housing | Ngā kāinga
As our population grows, we need to make sure everyone has access to safe and affordable quality housing. We’re
proposing a range of initiatives that would see the Council take a more active partnering role in this area. Let us
know what you think.
For more information visit 10yearplan.wellington.govt.nz. You can answer as many questions as you wish.
Circle your preference.
The Strategic Housing Investment Plan (SHIP)
We propose to make better use of existing Council housing sites to increase the number of social and affordable housing units in
Wellington.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Wellington Housing Strategy
We have developed a draft housing strategy, which aims to make sure that all Wellingtonians are well housed. The strategy provides a
framework for how we will resolve housing issues in the city.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Special Housing Areas (SHAs)
We propose to work with central government to explore opportunities for developing Special Housing Areas in Wellington. Qualifying
developments could benefit from quicker consenting processes and other incentives.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Inner-city building conversions
We propose to look more closely at how we can make better use of the inner city for housing by working with commercial building owners
on a pilot project to convert properties for residential use.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Special Housing Vehicle (Urban Development Agency)
We’re proposing to take a more active approach towards delivering both major housing capital projects and urban regeneration initiatives
in the city.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Rental warrant of fitness
We propose to evaluate the results of a rental warrant of fitness system we trialled last year in partnership with the University of Otago,
to see whether Wellington needs a standard to lift the quality of housing.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Te Whare Oki Oki
We propose to establish supported living options for our most vulnerable homeless population, in partnership with others.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Your comments on the housing proposal and projects.

Transport | Ngā waka haere
Our population is growing, and this is putting pressure on our transport system. We need to invest in a more efficient
network to reduce congestion and the city’s carbon emissions. We’re proposing a range of initiatives that are at
different stages of advancement. Let us know what you think.
For more information visit 10yearplan.wellington.govt.nz. You can answer as many questions as you wish.
Circle your preference.
Cycling Master Plan
We propose to deliver the Cycling Master Plan, which relates to cycling improvements outside the city earlier than planned, in 20 years
instead of 35.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Introduction of weekend parking fees
We propose to introduce weekend parking fees to offset parking revenue losses and encourage the use of public and active modes of
transport.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM)
We propose to improve transport in the city to accommodate a growing population and address congestion issues, in partnership with
others. Four possible scenarios have been presented to the public for feedback.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Transport-related initiatives
We propose to invest in transport-related initiatives including a range of renewal and resilience projects and improvements to bus routes
and shelters.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Your comments on the transport proposal and projects.

Sustainable growth | Te kauneke tauwhiro
We need a sustainable economy to support our quality of life and provide jobs for our growing population. We’re
proposing a range of initiatives that are at different stages of advancement. Let us know what you think.
For more information visit 10yearplan.wellington.govt.nz. You can answer as many questions as you wish.
Circle your preference.
Planning for growth
We propose to invest in a major review of where and how the city will grow over time to meet population growth. This includes a review
of our District Plan, Urban Growth Plan and steps to make consenting and compliance easier and faster.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Kiwi Point Quarry life extension
We propose to open up and develop a new section of Kiwi Point Quarry to access additional rock resources.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Wellington Zoo upgrades
We propose to upgrade facilities at Wellington Zoo to accommodate new attractions.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Movie Museum and Convention Centre
We propose to continue to work in partnership to construct and support a Movie Museum and Convention Centre on land adjacent
to Te Papa.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Your comments on the sustainable growth proposal and projects.

Arts and culture | Ngā toi me te ahurea
Wellington is known as the cultural capital of New Zealand. But we face increasing competition from other cities
that invest in the arts. We need to do more to maintain our reputation. We’re proposing a range of initiatives that
are at different stages of advancement. Let us know what you think.
For more information visit 10yearplan.wellington.govt.nz.You can answer as many questions as you wish.
Circle your preference.
Strengthening cultural facilities
We propose to invest in earthquake strengthening Council cultural facilities including the Town Hall, St James Theatre and Wellington
Museum.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Additional support for the arts
We propose to support a coordinated programme of events, activities, theatre and public art to position ourselves as a globally
competitive cultural destination.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Investment in arts and cultural projects
We propose to continue to support an international artist residency programme and a range of arts organisations.

1

2

3

4

5

X

I strongly oppose this project

I oppose it

Neutral

I support it

I strongly support this project

Not sure

Your comments on the arts and culture proposal and projects.

Summary questions
Overall, do you agree with spending more on these priority areas?
(Resilience and the environment, housing, transport, sustainable growth, and arts and culture)
Yes

No

Not sure

In what order would you tackle these priority areas?
Place a number from 1 to 5 below each of the priority areas, with 1 being the priority area you would tackle first and 5 being the priority
you would tackle last.

Resilience and
environment

Housing

Transport

Sustainable
growth

Arts and culture

Tell us if you think there’s anything else the Council should be prioritising over the next 10 years:
Please note the core services the Council already provides are not going to change.

Would you like to include a document in support of your submission? If yes, please enclose
with this form

No

Yes

If there is an opportunity, do you want to speak to Councillors about your submission?

No

Yes

We are offering two ways of speaking
to Councillors about your submission.
Please tick the option you would prefer.

 n oral hearing will provide
A
submitters with the opportunity
to speak to all elected members
for a set length of time.

 n oral forum will provide submitters
A
with the opportunity to openly discuss
their submission with elected members
and other submitters. It is designed
to be more engaging and will happen
during lunch breaks or after work.

Does morning or afternoon suit you better to speak to Councillors?

Thank you for taking the time to complete this form.
Please seal and return to Wellington City Council before midnight on 15 May 2018.

Morning

Afternoon
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